
Have you got problems finding a home 
for your expats in Copenhagen? 

 
The housing market in Copenhagen is notorious difficult and very complex, with a sky-high rental market. 
Copenhagen’s burgeoning population, with the influx of newcomers has led to a housing shortfall, with demand 
outpacing supply. 

 
COST IN USE – HOUSING & RETENTION  
At Relocare we are proud of the way we work  
We have an in depth understanding of the details of Danish rental law.  We are proud to be independent and 
therefore we always make the broadest search for accommodation and handpick the very best options required by 
any expat, regardless of budget or time-frame.  Our focus is on retention, and we are the market leader in finding 
accommodation within budget parameters. 

 

 

Market availability 

In Relocare, we look at all market sources - from government-controlled housing associations to real-estate 
developers, private investors and agents. Our network is huge, and we do not rest until we have found a home! 
 

 

Cost in Use – Rent. 

Apartments listed by Housing Agents often cost 20 to 35% more to rent than market value and are often limited to 
company contracts only. Using its expertise and network, Relocare can achieve savings of between 35% to 85% on 
rent alone when compared to normal destination services! At Relocare we do not operate with minimum budgets but 
find homes at all budget shapes and sizes.  

 

 
Move-out terms 
Time-limitations –Relocare never puts an assignee into a time-limited contract, shorter than their estimated stay. 
Moving in Denmark is extremely expensive – often due to restoration costs.  
Relocare avoids the unfair restoration, and our average savings on our move-in reports is 1½ month rent. 

 

 



 
Legal Consultancy for the contract and move-in report 
Relocare negotiates the contract and does a very thorough move-in report. Our average saving is equal to 1 month 

rent per accommodation. 

 

 

Money given back 

In one recent case in 2016 an additional invoice from the landlord of DKK 120,000, - for a move-out was purely 
rejected by us, by LLO and by the municipality's rent control institution, due to the work we did on the move-in report. 
In another case we had a 50% reduction of the painting costs due to purchasing at better prices. 

 

Retention 

Statistics shows that many expats leave Denmark after 3 years when their expat status is over. Companies want them 
to stay, but when the assignee realise that they can’t extend the time-limited rental contract for their home – which 
by the way cost 35% more than the homes of their colleagues – they leave.  
It cost the Danish companies millions each year. Research shows, that 4,5 million DKK are lost each time an employee 
leaves too soon. 
  

 

 

 
For more inquiries contact us  on msp@relocare.dk 


